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 I purchased a cell phone not knowing how to set up my sim card or carrier. So I got to the store to learn how. They told me
there was no manual but to be patient and come back later. I have been to other stores and they had the same answer. Did the
second store actually have the manual and was just being a little sarcastic? Or was it just a lie? I have a LG K4 and I just read
that T-Mobile has released a new root app. It's called twrp, and it's a ROM that does the "convenience" things that I personally
don't want to do and sometimes don't know how. I'd like to know how to get rid of that, so I can get back to being root free. I

read on the internet that you can install that in recovery, but I can't seem to find it or get to recovery mode. Is it possible to
install the Huawei CEMU Software on my computer? I would like to know if I can or if it has been broken. I have this phone

and i do not know what it does. I have tried everything and the internet does not have an answer for me. I have tried to open the
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file and it is not letting me. I'm having trouble getting into recovery mode on my New G Flex 2. I've made sure to have all the
correct steps outlined in this guide. I've downloaded the right version of Fastboot and enabled it. I have put in the code "reboot

bootloader" and I have put in my user code "12345678". I've tried every combination of codes I could find online. The only
other option I can think of is putting in "fastboot reboot recovery" and then putting in the codes, but no matter what I do, it just
reboots back to the original screen with the same text underneath saying, "Recovery Mode." I have a desktop and a laptop I used

to use to unlock my LG G2 (Verizon) and now for some reason it doesn't recognize the SIM card. I go to the dialer app and it
says "Verizon". I tried to root my phone and I did by just unlocking it. The problem is when I tried to re-root it, it said "corrupt".

I'm not sure if my SIM card is a little loose or if I'm doing something wrong. I just got my daughters Motorola Defy and when
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